Companies such as Siemens and Tesla see Modus Advanced, Inc. as the obvious choice to keep their production lines running by providing reliable, high-quality custom products.

Why? Our 4 step Idea to Ignition™ process allows Modus to strategically plan, manufacture and deliver exactly what you need, while staying agile enough to ship over 99% of orders on time.

At Modus™, we understand you’re not just looking for a product. You’re looking for a manufacturing partner. We continuously strive to create lasting relationships built on trust. With our unique Idea to Ignition™ process, you’ll rest easy knowing Modus Advanced, Inc. is the obvious choice for custom components.

Ready to take your Idea to Ignition™? Request A Quote Today!

WWW.MODUSADVANCED.COM

We map the project by...
- Evaluating your specific application requirements
- Incorporating your budget considerations
- Setting project milestones
- Considering all supply chain needs

Why you should choose Modus™
- We confirm the project is a good fit and plan for success

Let’s strategically formulate a solution...
- Defining manufacturing methods
- Selecting the appropriate materials
- Defining quality requirements
- Reducing costs via Modus™ automation
- Issuing a competitive quote

Why you should choose Modus™
- Improved product quality
- Project definition leads to improved outcome

The Modus™ team scrutinizes every detail...
- Verifying customer PO requirements
- Utilizing cross functional pre-production planning
- Staging projects for production

Why you should choose Modus™
- Reduced lead times
- Improved quality

Bringing your idea to life...
- An audited world class manufacturing environment
- Monitoring live project metrics to drive success rate
- Supporting your project with our core values

Why you should choose Modus™
- Better than 99% on time delivery
- Better than 99% quality rating
- A culture of execution makes Modus™ the obvious choice